INTRODUCING EASYPATH
AT A GLANCE

REDUCE YOUR PRI COSTS TODAY!

ATTRACTIVE
SERVICE PLANS

EasyPath acts as a bridge between a legacy
phone system and a company’s internet
connection to provide the benefits and cost
savings of SIP Trunking.

TYPICAL SAVINGS OF
30% TO 70% SAVINGS
OVER PRI CIRCUITS
CONNECTS TO YOUR
EXISTING PBX
USES YOUR
EXISTING INTERNET
CONNECTION
CALLING MINUTES
INCLUDED
AUTO DETECTING
DISASTER RECOVERY
PRE-ENGINEERED
SOLUTION

CALL TODAY!
855.639.8888

It can be used with a variety of minute
plans and includes auto detecting disaster
recovery, multi-site and remote phone E911
support, as well as full control via a portal.
Historically, when using PRI circuits,
companies paid for physical voice
connections in a “pay for capacity” service
model. This model limited flexibility, hindered
scalability, and increased cost due to
underutilization of available (but paid for)
PRI capacity.
In addition, physical voice lines have limited
disaster recovery capability and face
challenges when deployed in multi-location
and remote phone (E911) applications.

With an existing investment in PRI services,
some may be hesitant to make an additional
investment to migrate to SIP trunking.
EasyPath makes migrating simple and
provides immediate savings by using cost
effective SIP trunks in place of paying for
more expensive PRI services. EasyPath adds
control, scalability and failover capabilities
while saving money.

Experience the cost savings and
benefits of EasyPath while preserving
your existing phone system investment!
The EasyPath solution includes a preengineered gateway which connects to
your existing internet connection and PBX.
Network managers now can utilize SIP over
their existing internet connection, convert it to
TDM (via EasyPath) at their office locations,
and continue to use their existing voice system.

MIGRATING TO SIP TRUNKING MADE EASY WITH EASYPATH
EasyPath Gateway
Legacy PBX
Internet

PRI Cable

•• EasyPath Gateway with PRI Delivery

•• Service installs in days

•• Number Portability/Local E911

•• Perfect for single or multi-site office environments

•• 23 or 46 Call Paths

•• Starting at $319 per month (includes nV250 plan)

•• Auto Detecting Disaster Recovery

•• Larger minute plans available

Replace your existing PRI Service using EasyPath and start saving today!
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